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► 
our second e~ercise is_more elaborate. Stand at ease, perhaps in front of a body

length mirror. Br~ng the nght hand to your face. With a light touch, place the right 
thurnb on your nght cheekbone and the tip of the right middle finger on your left 
cheekbone. Keep your elbow floa~ng at about shoulder height. Now smile, broadly 
or discreetly. Your cheekbones will appear to move up and out in space. Let your 
fingers follow the cheekbones as they move, and the thumb and middle finger will 
spread outwardi let the arm follow the fingers as they move, and the arm will rise 
slightly. The cheekbones move the fingers, the fingers move the hand, and the hand 
rnoves the arm. · 

Keeping your right hand in place-fingers lightly touching the cheekbones
now bring your left hand to your jaw. Wrap your thumb and index around your chin, 
without pushing or squeezingi or, if you wish, pushing and squeezing in pianissimo 
dynamics. Let the other fingers of the left hand fall naturally upon the collarbone 
and throat, where they too will exert pianissimo pressure. Again, smile and take your 
cheekbones up and out. Let your jaw gently meet the gentle pressure of your left 
hand, and then open your mouth. As you open your mouth, the tip of your jaw de
scribes a tiny, almost invisible circle. In other words, your jaw moves forward and 
down when you open your mouth, much as it did when you wore the shoelace. Your 
left hand will naturally move slightly, and you'll feel the movement all the way to 
your elbow, shoulder, and back. 

To some degree, opening your mouth then becomes an activity involving the 
whole body. 

Let go of your hands and speak, sing, and otherwise use your mouth normally. 
With luck you will retain the feeling that all body parts are connected in movement, 
and the simple act of moving your jaw will become a coordinative trigger. 

THE WHISPERED "AH" 

Now you're ready to study the whispered "ah" proper. At first it may look like a 
breathing exercise, but in truth it's a psychophysical challenge involving some of your 
most intimate and primeval dimensions. 

1. Stand at ease, upright but not uptight, attentive and playful. We'll call this pos
ture and attitude thinking up along the spine, or more informally thinking up. 

2. While thinking up, smile or grimace. The smile can be so ~en_tle as to be nearly 
invisible, or so blatant as to make you look like a clown. To put 1t differently, you can 
smile pianissimo, fortissimo, or any dynamic in between. 

3. While thinking up and smiling, open your mouth and direct your jaw slightly 
forward as it moves. 

4. While thinking up and smiling, an~ witho~t l~tting your jaw recede or your 
mouth close, exhale on a nearly silent, whispered ah vowel. . . 

5. While thinking up close your mouth without contracting or snappmg the Jaw, 
relax your face, and bre:the in through your nose. The cycle of the whispered "ah'' is 
complete. 
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. d "ah" invites you to change two basic habits : that of d· 1be whispere b h d h h b· iscon ctin body parts when you reat e, an t _e a it of inhal.in b nectin ~d. cothn.tra gh gth nose or the mouth. Your breath will be perfectly co gt y suck.in g m air rou e . d d ' . h h . n roll d g think along the spine an on t mess wit t e mhalatio Thi e -.....as long as )_'0uf th uhi~spered "ah" and its great difficulty. n. sis both the ment o e w hi 
0 f tasks is to observe and prevent everyt ng that can go w ne o your d " h ,, . h rang d . . While exhaling on a whispere a , you rrug t end up forc·bl Urtng the exerose. . . 1 y sq in all the breath out of the lungs, shorterung your spme, ~arrowing your backUeei-g . . ur neck and shoulders. There may be some mterest in try · , and contracting yo , . b ·f d , ing to co I l Pty Your lungs but you 11 do 1t etter 1 you on t contract tho rn-p ete y em , ) se parts your body (such as the neck and shoulders that do not play a direct role int of functioning of your lungs. You can choose to perform your whispered "ah" . h he 

f h 1 dl . kl d . W1t out forcing or squeezing regardless o ow ou y or qmc y you o it; or you . , a . d 1 can, in deed, choose to squeeze yourself to ~uuocation an earn something useful from it-if only to contrast it with not squeezing. , Suppose you run out of breath after a short whisp~red "ah." This probably means that you were brea~g shallowly before y~u starte_d 1t, or that y?ur whispered "ah" is causing a leaky dispersal of breath. Havmg realized that you ve been breath.in shallowly, you'll likely want to breathe deeply instead, but this only creates a ne! problem: a willful breath is often a forced breath. 
You can perform the entire cycle in two seconds or in two minutes, depending on your needs, aims, and abilities. As with all exercises, each intermediate step is an end in itself. Practice each step in isolation, as many times as you wish. For instance, smile a few times before you attempt to smile and move the jaw forward at the same time; or open and close your mouth several times before whispering an "ah:' Start the "ah" with a gentle glottal stroke, which makes the outflow of breath easier to control; or without it, which makes the throat freer. The glottis is the part of the larynx consisting of the vocal folds and the slitlike opening between them. A glottal stroke is a brief closing of the slit between the vocal folds. It's something you do often in ordinary speech. If you say, "Oh, I see what you mean;' most likely you'll perform a glottal stroke as you begin to say the word "Oh:' 
Perform the "ah" audibly or silently. In the basic version you avoid making extraneous noises, such as clearing your throat, hissing, snarling, or gurgling. But all noises have their merits and their usefulness, so you might one day adapt the whispered "ah" to hissing and snarling. 
Vary the quality of the vowel itself. Play-act a little and make an "ah" like an ~ustralian, an Italian, or an American. These variations trigger changes in the coor<lina: ti f 1 

"" " "oh on° your arynx and affect your breathing as well. Try a whispered "eh, ee, 'e an?_ so on. Each vowel requires a slightly different coordinative arrangement. 1h ability to make many vowel sounds is the mark of a flexible and adaptable larynx, T thi · · rr . d ·thout an ry s variation. 1.oward the end of an exhalation say a few wor s wi extra intake of breath. Most likely you'll feel compelled to take a little breath to say th d h " gree to e wor . s, even t ough you still have air in your lungs. The challenge is to a • ht speak with the air that 1· 1 d h ,, . hi · e you nug s a rea Y t ere. If you persevere with t s exercis , be able to break the habit of gasping before speaking. 
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~, rhisper an "ah," say a few words without taking in air gob kt hi . 
vv aki • · th c , ac o w spermg an 
" .. ,1·thout t ng m au, en say a iew more words, and so on On th b h 

"ah Vl' hi d talk · · e same reat 
. talk w sper, an agam. Be ambitious and d 'd h ' ' 

1/J1isper, ' . lk • E li h . eci e t at you 11 alternate 

, ages: whisper, ta m ng s 'whisper, talk in French whisper t lk . G 
Jangu b th' If , . ki , , a 111 erman 

all n the same rea . you re pamc ng at the thought f c . hi' 
o . . o per1ormmg t s exer-

.: · you're making mcorrect assumptions about how difficult •t . h li 1 
c1se, k Yi b bl kn 1 1s, or ow tt e 

French you spea . ou pro" a ! " " ow_ hundreds of French words even if you've 

r Studied the language: Pans, crmssant," "cafe " "Notre Dam ""P L p " 
0eve . , e, epe e ew. 

It's the same for Germ_an, Spamsh, and a half dozen mainstream languages: you 

kn w more than you think. 
0
Truth be told, the whispered "ah" flusters a lot of people. Some even refuse to 

learn it, giving a variety ~~;easons ~or it: "I, have ugly teeth." "My mother used to tell 

rne to smile, and I hate~ 1t. Ost~ns1bly you re only learning how to open your mouth 

and let air _out, but ~s can trigger f~ar, hesitation, doubt, displeasure, and many 

other emotions, showing that body, mmd, and emotions are completely intertwined. 

1he whispered "ah" has the potential to help you get rid of unwarranted fears and 

vulnerabilities. If you work through it and change your reaction to learning the whis

pered "ah" from dread to pleasure, you'll become a different human being. 

The muscles of the face are completely interwoven one with another. Because of 

the release of tension in jaw, facial muscles, neck, and shoulders, the whispered "ah" 

contributes to relief of headaches, migraines, and the discomfort of involuntarily 

clenched teeth. The whispered "ah" helps to open and clear up the sinuses. If you frown 

a lot, the whispered "ah" might help you become aware of it and lessen it; if your face 

lacks muscle tone, the whispered "ah" might help you energize your face, indirectly 

benefiting the condition of your facial skin and perhaps even affecting your features. 

The misalignment of jaw and temple causes numerous illnesses, among them 

dental, skeletal, and other health problems. Dentists refer to this misalignment and 

its effects as Temporal-Mandibular Syndrome (TMS). Some musicians are at great 

risk of a misaligned jaw-violinists and violinists, for instance, whose instruments 

tend to press into the jaw at awkward angles. Realigning the jaw isn't a simple matter. 

The whispered "ah" might not completely solve the problem, but it gives every suf

ferer some pointers toward its solution. Muscular oppositions within the face help 

the jaw and skull collaborate dynamically, so that the jaw can begin to find its place 

within the entire circuit of bodily connections. More important, the whispered "ah" 

requires that you calm down, do nothing for a while, focus your attention, and dire~t 

your energies in order to achieve a subtle and complex goal. These processes will 

help you do whatever you need to do to work through your TMS. 

Everyone benefits from learning the whispered "ah," but the freedom ~f lips, 

tongue, and jaw that the whispered "ah" entails is particul_arly us~ful for smgers. 

When you become able to open your mouth without stiffenmg the Jaw or the neck, 

Your enunciation, sound quality, and legato all improve. . 

Many instrumental techniques depend on the indepe~dence, or rather the mter

de~endence, of lips, tongue, and jaw, in particular for wmd and brass players. The 

Whispered "ah" . . d" t eans to work on your embouchure, the control 
of . gives you m 1rec m 

airflow to . d . I . 
, ngumg, an articu ation. 
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, 1 . .1. . ·tking doesn't depend directly on thei r vocal or fad:i l 
Mus1d,1n~ "' ,osr mus c Ill, h 11 I I 

· . ' · .·. 1. , . ,<l 1111mists fo r instancc- rnig l t, n < t 1at the whJs. 
mel.'h,\1Hsm~ st11ngp,l}'c1s :11 , ' · I 'I I I . 
· i ., 1 .. 1 d' . •cl b ,,1ring on their craft. It Ii nct1r y lmposs1) c, 1owcvcr, for 
pcl't't '

1
' 

11
'as no I ·m . 

1 
\, free If your jaw Is tight. 'I hcrcforc, frcclng the jaw can 

your shou l crs am .mns O c d h I d 
k i tr •t· 0 1 ti,, ltse c>f the shoulders, arms, an nnc s, an on total have ., mar l'( e ,cc I c 

pel'tt)rohm~c. , 
1 

J . 
Now you might be rr:-idy to use the ski lls you ve acc.umu ate prac~1clng the 

l • l « l '' to face two dl'lllengcs of speech and voice : tongue twisters and w nsperec a , , , 
shouting. 

TO NGUE TW ISTE RS 

Read the tongue nvisters below out loud, preferably taking turns with a partner. 

Peggy Babcock, Peggy Babcock, Peggy Babcock. 
Willy's real rear wheel. 
Flash message! Flash message! Flash message! 
Scissors sizzle, thistles sizzle 
Dust is a disk's worst enemy. 
A pest exists amidst us. 

Tongue nvisters cause strong emotional responses. Many people become intensely 
agitated and tie themselves in knots. Test this by asking friends around a dinner table 
to take turns saying "Peggy Babcock" quickly, three times in a row. Tongue twisters 
are so involving that they ought to be called "people twisters." They trigger the mis
behavior of body, mind, and soul together. They are provocative, so to speak: they 
provoke you into losing your head and making a spectacle of yourself. Once you 
understand their power, however, you can use them as aids to coordination. 

"Peggy Babcock, Peggy Babcock, Peggy Babcock." 

Y?u try to say it, and the consonants don't come out as you expect. You try again, 
shaking ~o:ir ~ead and neck in a bid to make your lips and tongue move. Without 
!our noticmg 1t, you become so frustrated by the failure that you go temporarily 
msane. For a few seconds, for half a minute or longer, all that exists in your world is 
the fight against the bitter enemy. All you think of is Peggy Babcock, the wicked 
temptress. 

" ~ou_do~:t realize it just yet, but the bitter enemy is yourself. In your eagerness to 
get it nght_ you b~come unwilling to pause for a moment and think through the dif

ficul~ and its possible solutions. The very first step in trying to solve this problem
as with all problems-is th willin' d . · tak to 
1 . e gness to o nothing for however long 1t es 

c edardyour ~ nd _and focus yourself. For most people th~ intellectual decision to stop 
an o nothing 1s much weaker th h . . . 

an t e emotional lillpulse to keep fighnng. 
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Suppose you fin~lly ~alm _down and stop trying to say "Peggy Babcock:' Break the tongue twister mto its words, and each individual word into its component 

~o;~1es. A singl: syll:ble ~y itse~ is usually ea~y t~ say out loud. Right now this is all 
:Ou have to say:. Bab. Wai_t a wi:ule before saymg 1t a second time. Part of you might :till be terr~bly mterested m ~01~g back to the fight _against the tongue twister. Ind remain calm and say this smgle syllable a few times, with pauses in between. stea , . . . f. Divide your attention, givmg some o 1t to the syllable and some to your coordi-
nation from head to toe, to the movements of lips, tongue, and jaw needed to pro
nounce the syllable, to your breath and your voice, to your feeling for linguistic 
rhythm, Now_ go to the next syllable and r~p~at the process: "Cock." Then say the two syllables m sequence, and see what dec1s10ns you need to make in order not to 
lose your cool as you go from syllable to syllable: "Babcock:' Do you need to slow 
down one syllable and speed up the other? Do you need to slow both of them down? 
Do you need to put a tiny break between them, almost inaudible to people listening 
to your performance? Do you need to lengthen a vowel? Do you need to give a spe
cial command to lips, or tongue, or jaw, or a combination of these, to wrap your brain around a consonant, or a sequence of consonants? 

Now say "BAB-cock," the "BAB" louder than the "cock:' Lengthen the "a" of Bab: 
"BAAAB-cock." Do this a few times, keeping your overall speech relatively slow. 

Put "Babcock" aside and say "Peggy," once and once only. Most likely you'll be 
terribly tempted to say it more than once, and to go on to say the entire tongue twister and engage in the fight! But suppose you manage to say "Peggy," once and once only. Wait a few seconds, then say it slowly two or three times in a row, with short pauses in between. 

Both Peggy and Babcock have stresses on their first syllable: 

PEG-gy I BAB-cock. 

Emphasize the stress on the second word: 

PEG-gy I BAB-cock. 

Now lengthen the "eh" of Peggy and the "ah'' of Babcock, waiting a little bit between 
the two words, and making BAB the strongest of all four syllables: 

PEEEG-gy ... I BAAAB-cock. 

Say it all a few times in a row, and then start speeding it up gradually, making the vowels not so long, making the separation between syllables not so big, making the s!llable "Bab" not so loud. Eventually all these linguistic and psychophysical decis~ons become partly conscious, partly reflex. In time you become able to make multiple decisions quickly. Then tongue twisters become friends, not enemies; sources 
of pleasure, not pain; coordinators, not provokers. 

_You don't control a tongue twister; you control yourself as you say a tongue twister. What you learn from mastering "Peggy Babcock" you can easily apply to 
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instrumental techniques at the oboe and the flute, to singing and speaking, and 
many other domains. ta 

Here are some more friendly people twisters. Enjoy them ! 

Seventy-seven benevolent elephants. 
Amidst the slithering thistles, I thwarted. 
Sheena leads, Sheila needs. 
Extinct insects' instincts. 
All rural girls will wear jewelry. 
Black background, brown background. 
Double bubble gum, bubbles double. 

SHOUTS 

We've all heard stories of a mother showing superhuman strength and freeing her 
child from under a car's wheels by lifting the car with her bare hands. Such stories 
may be urban legends, but the mother's mythical strength is in fact a latent capability 
that lives inside every human being. Martial-arts feats, oftentimes performed by slim 
little fellows, prove that you can train yourself to act powerfully without muscular 
strain. This is true for all your activities, musical or otherwise. In this exercise we use 
shouting as the gateway to effortless power, but the principle applies to everything 
you do. 

You'll learn more by practicing the exercise with a partner. If possible, use a 
soundproof practice room in a music school. If not, accept that your neighbors 
might be startled. 

The exercise consists of a sequence of shouts. By "shout" I don't mean a forced 
yell that damages your throat and hurts my ears, but a free sound that caresses both 
your throat and my ear. Ultimately, nothing you do as a performing musician ought 
to hurt you or your audience, unless you make a conscious choice to do so. 

Here's a list of good words to shout. Alternate among words at will. Repeat a 
word several times in a row if you wish. Take frequent breaks from shouting. 

GO! 
NO! 
COME! 
NOW! 
STOP! 

These words consist of a single syllable, starting with a consonant. They are co_rn
mands we all give, often in a stressful situation. A mother sees her child run~i 
down the block toward a busy intersection. Without forethought or the fear ~f n -
cule, she shouts "STOP!" The child hears the message at once and stops runmng. 
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In performing the exercise, you might go through three phases. At first you try 

hard, scrunch your neck and throat, and produce a strangled cry that the running 

;~~d won't even hear. Then, through careful calculation you free your voice some

what and produce ~ healthY so~nd, though not powerful. Finally, you tap into your 

. stincts and combme them with your conscious control and your shout doubles, 
111 d 1 . · ' 

. les, and qua rup es m size. 
trip · h di . fi h 

Given the ng t ~on tlons, a ree s out gives you energy rather than consuming 

it. for this reason, divas and rockers can sometimes give three-hour shows in which 

their energy goes not down but up from aria to aria and from song to song. 

You and your partner take turns shouting. Watching and listening to each other, 

you observ~ any number _of ~hings. When a shout goes wrong, the head jerks for

ward, dragging the neck with it. The connection between the bottom of the skull and 

the top of the neck shortens, as if the head is suddenly too heavy for the neck. The 

shoulders go up, arms and hands tense up. The pelvis jerks forward, the heels come 

off the floor, the body sways. And the shout sounds rather puny. 

Center yourself before shouting. Imagine that the ceiling attracts your head 

upward at the same time that the floor attracts your coccyx downward, creating a 

double stretch of your spine. Without shouting, open your mouth gently and close 

it again, monitoring your head and neck. Remember our previous exercises and 

find an opposition of forces within your face. Open your mouth and let air out of 

your lungs without relaxing the skeleton: head and neck directed, back stable, pelvis 

in a steady unmoving arrangement with the back, feet planted on the floor, knees 

slightly bent. 
Keep yourself in this loose and firm state. Let air out of your lungs silently. Let air 

come into your lungs just as silently. Now SHOUT! 

You can control the shape of your mouth cavity to a large degree. Try this: close 

your mouth, clench your teeth, purse your lips, and push your tongue up toward the 

roof of the mouth and forward into the teeth. The entire cavity becomes squashed 

and crowded. Keep the mouth in this shape and make a sound-humming, for in

stance. What kind of sound does such a tight mouth produce? Relax all these ten

sions and hum again. How does it feel in comparison? This is a crude experiment, 

but it proves that by controlling your lips, tongue, jaw, and throat you can enlarge, 

diminish, and otherwise shape the mouth cavity, partially controlling the sounds 

you make. 
Go back to directing yourself from head to toe. Find the opposition of forces 

within your face that allows you to move your jaw without pulling the skull down 

into the neck. Open your mouth and shape the mouth cavity as if a small balloon 

inside it gently pushed all the boundaries ( the tongue, the hard palate, the soft pal

ate) outward, away from each other. Exhale once, not letting anything in your skel

eton move other than the ribcage. Inhale ... and SHOUT! 

Suspend your aesthetic judgment while shouting. If you aren't willing to make a 

fool of yourself, you won't tap into your deepest powers. Pace and time your efforts. 

Alternate long periods of directing in silence with short bursts of sudden shouts. 

Keep eagerness at bay by working calmly and steadily, and eliminate hesitation by 
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shouting suddenly and without forethought. Prepare, prepare, prepare S 
Prepare, SHOUT, SHOUT, SHOUT! ' l--IODT! 

Shout once, and immediately shift from "doing" to "sensing." How doe h 
vibrate when you shout? Shout into a piano. Shout while standing next ;

0
t e room 

ming kit, and you may be surprised by the wealth of sympathetic vibr t · a drull1-
a ions 

trigger. You 

The most useful thing you learn in the exercise isn't how to shout, but h 
become attentive, how to act intensely without losing your head, and how t ~w to 

your energies to obtain maximum effect with minimal effort. Once you m 
O 

rect 
. d , d h . . ' h h aster the 

exercise, you on t nee to s out ever agam; 1t s enoug to ave a "latent sho ,, . 
side you, available at all times. ut In-
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